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Nowadays, systems consisting of active Brownian particles, i.e. particles that are able to 
transform an external energy into the kinetic energy of their motion, arouse great interest as rapidly 
evolving and perspective interdisciplinary field of science. These objects are widespread in living 
nature (motile cells of living organisms, insects, etc) and created artificially for the purposes of medical 
industry and technology A study of phase transitions in these open systems is a selected and actual 
problem. 

Within the frames of present work, we study the dynamical properties of small structures of 
active Brownian particles, consisting of 7 grains. We have used the metal-coated dusty particles 10 µm 
in diameter, levitating in RF-discharge plasma [1]. The external laser radiation, acting on the metal 
surface, induces the radiometric force [2]. Its direction is determined by the Brownian rotation of the 
particle, i.e. chaotic. So, the metal-coated plastic particles in gas-discharge plasma act like active 
Brownian agents, transforming the energy of laser radiation into the kinetic energy of their motion. As 
the power of laser radiation grows, the kinetic energy of particles increases. 

To describe the structure characteristics of experimentally created systems, we have used the 
approach of mean first-passage time dynamic entropy [3] – a simple approximation of Kolmogorov-
Sinai entropy [4]. Within this framework we have analyzed the fractal dimension of trajectories of 
particles and the size of their localization area. Three states of the system are distinguished: crystal-
like, liquid-like and transitional. 
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